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Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero such that it has a unique
tracial state { and K1(A) is neither 0 nor Z. For each . # Hom(K1(A), R) with
dense range in R we construct a closed derivation $ in A which generates a one-
parameter automorphism group : of A such that {($(u) u*)=2?i.([u]) for any
unitary u # D($). Furthermore we construct such an : with the Rohlin property,
which is defined in Kishimoto (Comm. Math. Phys. 179 (1996), 599622), in this
case the crossed product A _: R is a simple AT algebra of real rank zero. As an
application we obtain that for such a C*-algebra A the kernel of the natural
homomorphism of the group Inn(A) of approximately inner automorphisms into
Ext(K1(A), K0(A))Ext(K0(A), K1(A)),
is the group HInn(A) of automorphisms homotopic to inner automorphisms. Com-
bining with the result of Kishimoto and Kumjian (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., to
appear), Inn(A)HInn(A) is isomorphic to the above direct sum. As another
application of the construction of derivations, we show that if A is a C*-algebra of
the above type and : # HInn(A) has the Rohlin property and comes from . #
Hom(K1(A), R) with dense range as in Kishimoto and Kumjian (preprint), then the
crossed product A _: Z is again of the same type; in particular A _: Z is an AT
algebra. (The other properties are known from Kishimoto [J. Operator Theory 40
(1998)].)  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a unital C*-algebra of real rank zero and TA be the compact
convex set of tracial states of A. We assume that TA is non-empty and
denote by Aff(TA) the Banach space of real affine continuous functions on
TA . When : is a strongly continuous one-parameter automorphism group
of A, it follows that : fixes each { # TA since { b :t(e)={(e) for every projec-
tion e # A and the linear span of projections is dense in A. Then we
associate a homomorphism :^: K1(A)  Aff(TA) such that
:^([u])({)=
1
2?i
{($(u)u*), { # TA ,
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where $ is the infinitesimal generator of : and u is a unitary in the domain
D($) of $. This is indeed well defined [6, 11]. For example if u, v # D($) are
unitaries, then $(uv)=$(u) v+u$(v) and so {($(uv)(uv)*)={($(u) u*)+
{($(v) v*), and if h=h* # D($), then
$(e ih)=i |
1
0
eish$(h) ei(1&s) hds
and hence {($(eih)e&ih)=i{ b $(h)=0.
If : is uniformly continuous, i.e., $ is a bounded (*-preserving) deriva-
tion, then we have that :^=0 since $ is universally weakly inner (i.e.,
$=ad ih for some h=h* # A**). In general if : is approximately uniformly
continuous, i.e., $ is the graph limit of bounded (or inner) derivations, then
we have that :^=0. Whether the converse is true or not is not known and
is a variant of a long-standing conjecture of PowersSakai [32]. See [4, 8,
34] for the theory of unbounded derivations.
We recall that a C*-algebra is an AT algebra if it is expressible as an
inductive limit of T algebras; a T algebra is a direct sum of matrix algebras
over C(T). The class of AT algebras of real rank zero can be classified by
K-theoretic data and contains AF algebras [13]. If A is a simple unital AT
algebra of real rank zero, TA is a singleton [{], and K1(A) is neither 0 nor
Z, we shall sow that for any . # Hom(K1(A), R) with dense range, there is
a closed derivation $ in A which generates a one-parameter automorphism
group : of A with :^=. (Theorem 2.1). It follows from the previous
paragraph that such an : is not approximately uniformly continuous (but
is weakly approximately inner in the sense of [21]).
Before stating other results we recall some facts from [27, 28].
For # # Inn(A) we have a short exact sequence of C*-algebras:
0  SA  M#  A  0,
where M# is the mapping torus of #,
M#=[x # C[0, 1]A; #(x(0))=x(1)],
and we obtain two short exact sequences of abelian groups via the six-term
exact sequence of K theory [1]
0  Ki (A)  Ki+1(M#)  K i+1(A)  0
for i=0, 1 (mod 2). We denote by ’i (#) the class of this sequence in
Ext(Ki+1(A), K i (A)). For # # Inn(A) we have the rotation map R# :
K1(M#)  Aff(TA) defined by
R#([u])({)=
1
2?i |
1
0
{(u* (t) u(t)*) dt
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for any unitary u # M# such that t [ u(t) is smooth. We form a kind of
extension group from the set of pairs (E, R)
0  K0(A)  E  K1(A)  0
R: E  Aff (TA)
such that R extends the dimension map D: K0(A)  Aff(TA), which we
denote by OrderExt(K1(A), K0(A)). We denote by ’~ 0(#) the class of
(K1(M#), R#) in OrderExt. If Q is the canonical quotient map of
OrderExt(K1(A), K0(A)) onto Ext(K1(A), K0(A)), we have that ’0(#)=
Q’~ 0(#) and
ker Q$Hom(K1(A), Aff (TA))D b Hom(K1(A), K0(A)).
We will denote by [.] the equivalence class of . # Hom(K1(A), Aff(T1)) in
this quotient. When A is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero, it
is shown in [27] that the map ’: Inn(A)  i Ext(Ki+1(A), Ki (A))
defined by ’(#)=(’0(#), ’1(#)) is a surjective homomorphism and it is
shown in [28] that the map ’~ of Inn(A) into
OrderExt(K1(A), K0(A))Ext(K0(A), K1(A))
define by ’~ (#)=(’~ 0(#), ’1(#)) is a surjective homomorphism and its kernel
is the group AInn(A) of asymptotically inner automorphisms, i.e.,
# # AInn(A) if there is a continuous map u of [0, ) into the unitary group
U(A) of A such that #=limt   Ad ut .
Let C be the class of simple unital AT algebras A of real rank zero such
that (K0(A), [1]) admits a unique state (or A has a unique tracial state)
and K1(A){0, Z. As an immediate corollary of the construction of closed
derivations explained above, we obtain in 2.3 that if A # C, then the kernel
of ’ is the subgroup HInn(A) of automorphisms homotopic to Inn(A), i.e.,
with the result of [27],
Inn(A)HInn(A)$Ext(K1(A), K0(A))Ext(K0(A), K1(A)).
The construction of closed derivations is not unique by any means; we
can impose an extra condition. We show in 3.2 that there is such a one-
parameter automorphism group : of A with the Rohlin property [24], i.e.,
for any p # R there is a central sequence [vn] of unitaries such that
&:t (vn)&eiptvn&  0
uniformly in t on every compact subset of R. An easy consequence of this
fact is that the crossed product A _: R is simple (2.4 of [24]). (Another
consequence is that every :-cocycle is almost a coboundary, which we do
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not know any application of.) We actually show in 3.3 that for this : the
crossed product A _: R is again an AT algebra of real rank zero and the
traces on A _: R are unique up to constant multiples. Thus by [11]
K0(A _: R) is isomorphic to K1(A) with the order determined by :^.
We also show that there is a one-parameter automorphism group : of A
such that :^=. and :1 has special properties (including the Rohlin
property) by which we can conclude that the crossed product A _:1 Z
again belongs to C. Since ’(:1)=0 and ’~ 0(:1)=[.] # ker Q, this yields
that if g=[.] # ker Q where . # Hom(K1(A), R) has dense range, there is
a # # HInn(A) with ’~ 0(#)= g such that A _# Z # C (and # has the Rohlin
property).
Our next result in 5.1 (independent of closed derivations) is that if A is
a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero, ;, # # Aut(A) satisfy the
Rohlin property, and ;&1# # AInn(A) (i.e., ’~ (;&1#)=0), then ; and # are
outer conjugate. The proof is a simple adaptation of the proof given for AF
algebras [18] once we know the homotopy lemma for almost commuting
unitaries [5]. We also present a new definition of Rohlin property for
single automorphisms in 4.1, which is devised to cover the case of
automorphisms with highly non-trivial action on K0 .
Combining the results in the above two paragraphs we obtain in 6.5 that
if A # C is such that both K0(A) and K1(A) are finitely generated and
# # HInn(A) has the Rohlin property, then A _# Z # C.
2. UNBOUNDED DERIVATIONS
A derivation $ in a C*-algebra A is a linear map of a dense *-algebra
D($) into A such that
$(xy)=$(x) y+x$( y),
$(x)*=$(x*).
The (infinitesimal) generator of a strongly continuous one-parameter
automorphism group of A is a closed derivation. A closed derivation need
not be a generator. In general it is a hard task to show that the derivation
(or some extension of it) is a generator.
S. Sakai has introduced the notion of normal derivations in UHF
algebras (see [34]); in our setting of AT algebras (of real rank zero), we
could define a similar notion of normal derivations. He has also introduced
the notion of commutative derivations, which may be induced by classical
Hamiltonians in the quantum lattice model. The derivation we construct in
the following theorem is obtained as the closure of a kind of commutative
normal derivation in an AT algebra.
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Theorem 2.1. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
with a unique tracial state {. If . # Hom(K1(A), R) has dense range, there
is a closed derivation $ in A such that $ generates a one-parameter
automorphism group : of A with :^=..
Remark 2.2. In the situation of the above theorem note that
:t # HInn(A) for all t. Thus ’~ 0 (:t) # ker Q and it follows that
’~ 0(:t)=[t.],
where [t.] denotes the image of t. under the quotient map of
Hom(K1 (A), R) onto Hom(K1 (A), R)D b Hom(K1 (A), K0 (A)). Because
for any unitary u # D($) we can define a unitary u^ # M:t by u^(s)=:st (u),
s # [0, 1], which satisfies that [u^] [ [u] under the map K1 (M:t)  K1 (A)
and
R:t ([u^])=
1
2?i |
1
0
{ b :st (t$(u) u*) ds=t.([u]).
Corollary 2.3. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
with a unique tracial state { such that K1 (A){Z. Then the quotient
Inn(A)HInn(A) is isomorphic to
Ext(K1(A), K0(A))Ext(K0(A), K1(A))
with the isomorphism induced by ’.
Proof. If K1 (A)=0, then A is an AF algebra [13]; in this case HIn-
n(A)=Inn(A) and both Ext’s are trivial. (Actually AInn(A)=HInn(A).)
Thus the assertion holds trivially; we suppose that K1 (A){0, Z.
Since ’ is surjective and ker ’#HInn(A) [27], we only have to show
that ker ’/HInn(A). If # # Inn(A) satisfies ’~ (#)=0, then # # AInn(A)/
HInn(A) [28]. Thus we only have to consider the case ’~ 0 (#){0 (and
’1 (#)=0). Then ’~ 0 (#)=[.]{0 for some . # Hom(K1 (A), R). If Range .
is dense, we take a one-parameter automorphism group : of A with :^=..
Then from the above remark we have that ’~ 0 (:t)=[t.], which implies
that ’~ 0 (#:&1)=0 as ’~ 0 is a homomorphism. By [28] there is a continuous
map u: [0, 1)  U(A) such that
#:&1=lim
t  1
Ad ut .
Thus the path ;t in Inn(A) defined by
;t={Ad ut b :t ,#,
0t<1
t=1
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is continuous and ;0=Ad u0 # Inn(A), the group of inner automorphisms
of A. Thus # # HInn(A).
If Range . is not dense, we take  # Hom(K1 (A), R) such that Range 
and Range(.+) are dense and construct a one-parameter automorphism
group : of A with :^=. Since ’~ 0 (#:1)=[.+] and .+ has dense
range, we have that #:1 # HInn(A) from the previous arguments. Since
t [ #:t is continuous, it follows that # # HInn(A).
In the above we assumed that there is a  # Hom(K1 (A), R) with
Range  and Range(.+) dense. This is where we use the assumption
that K1 (A){0, Z as follows. If Range . is not dense, then K1 (A) is not
embeddable into Q; since K1 (A){0, Z, there must be a copy of Z2 in
K1 (A). Let g1 and g2 be generators for this subgroup and find a
 # Hom(K1 (A), R) such that (g1), (g2) and * are rationally independ-
ent, where * # R is defined by Range .=*Z({0). This  satisfies the
required property.
Remark 2.4. If K1 (A)=Z and K0 (A) has rank one (i.e., K0 (A)/Q),
then there is a closed derivation $ in A such that $ generates a one-
parameter automorphism group : of A with :^{0. (In this case
Hom(K1 (A), R)$R.) This follows easily by expressing A as the limit of the
increasing sequence A1 /A2 / } } } , where
An=M!0n C (T), M!0n=M!0n&1 M/0n&1 ,
and the canonical unitary zn of An in M/0n C(T)/An+1 is
\
0
1
. . .
1
zn+1
+ .
Then we can define a derivation $ in A such that
$(zn)=i!0n zn , $ | M/0n&1=ad i!
0
n&1(01 } } }  (/
0
n&1&1)),
and $ extends to a generator (see Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 below). Since
Ext(K1 (A), K0 (A))=0, it follows that in this case Inn(A)HInn(A) is
isomorphic to
Ext(K0(A), K1(A)).
Note that in this case the crossed product A _: R is isomorphic to the
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tensor product of the compact operators with the abelian C*-algebra
obtained as the inductive limit of
C (T) w
,1 C (T) w
,2 C (T) w } } } ,
where ,n (z)=z/
0
n.
To prove Theorem 2.1 we prepare a few lemmas.
Lemma 2.5. Let Gi be a simple dimension group ({Z) and ui # Gi a
non-zero positive element for i=0, 1. Suppose that there is a unique order
preserving homomorphism {: Gi  R such that {i (ui)=1. Then there are
inductive systems
Zk1 w
/i
1 Zk2 w
/i
2 Zk3 w } } } , (V)
whose limit is isomorphic to Gi for i=0, 1 such that if ! in # Z
kn satisfies that
/in(!
i
n)=ui ,
max
j }
{1(enj ) !
1
n( j)
{0(enj ) !
0
n( j)
&1 }<2&n, (VV)
where (enj ) is the canonical basis for Z
kn and { i (enj )={i (/
i
n(e
n
j )) with
/in : Z
kn  Gi the canonical map.
Proof. For each Gi we can construct an inductive system as in (V),
where we call Zkn the n th level of kn vertices (each vertex representing a
copy of Z). By using simplicity we can impose the condition that kn  .
Note that we can insert another level of l vertices between the n th and
n+1st levels for Gi with suitable connecting maps, where l satisfies that
kn<l :
kn+1
j=1
:
kn
m=1
/ in( j, m).
By using this fact we can take the common sequence k1 , k2 , k3 , ... for both
G0 and G1 .
Now we shall show how to impose the condition (VV). Let
t in( j)={i (e
n
j ) !
i
n( j).
Since Gi is simple, all t in( j) are strictly positive and since {i (ui)=1,
:
kn
j=1
t in( j)=1
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for all n. Note that the correspondence between the kn vertices for G0 and
those for G1 is quite arbitrary.
Suppose that we have imposed the condition (VV) up to the n&1’st level.
On the next level we are given two sets of kn vertices. First of all we find
matching pairs, i.e., we assume, by changing indices if necessary, that
} t
1
n( j)
t 0n( j)
&1 }<2&n, j=1,..., l&1,
}
knj=l t
1
n( j)
knj=l t
0
n( j)
&1 }<2&n.
Thus we are left with 2(kn&l+1) unmatched vertices altogether and we
have that
} t
1
n(l)
t 0n(l)
&1 }2&n
orand
}
knj=l+1 t
1
n( j)
knj=l+1 t
0
n( j)
&1 }2&n.
We thus have that t1n(l)>cl t
0
n(l) or t
1
n(l)<cl t
0
n( j), where cl is the ratio;
knj=l t
1
n( j) : 
kn
j=l t
0
n( j). Suppose that t
1
n(l)<clt
0
n(l). We will divide the l th
vertex for i=0 into two, say the l th and kn+1st vertices and the new l th
vertex will be paired with the l th vertex for i=1 with ( V V ) satisfied and
at the same time with
}
knj=l+1 t
1
n( j)
kn+1j=l+1 t
0
n( j)
&1 }<2&n.
Thus we will be left with 2(kn&l+1)&1 unmatched vertices and we can
repeat this procedure. (We did not have to start with the same number of
vertices on each level for i=0, 1.) When we are left with two vertices, we
will be done.
By the assumption that t1n(l)<cl t
0
n(l), we have that
t 1n(l)
t 0n(l)
1&2&n or
knj=l+1 t
1
n( j)
knl+1 t
0
n( j)
1+2&n.
Since
:
kn+1
m=1
{0(en+1m ) /
0
n(m, l)={0(e
n
l),
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by passing to a subsequence (i.e., by skipping a few levels after the n th) we
may suppose that {0 (en+1m ) is sufficiently small. Then we find integers
+m # [0, 1..., /0n(m, l)] such that for t=!
0
n(l) 
kn+1
m=1 {0 (e
n+1
m ) +m and t$=
!0n(l) 
kn+1
m=1 {0 (e
n+1
m )(/
0
n(m, l)&+m),
} t
1
n(l)
t
&1 }<2&n,
}
knj=l+1 t
1
n( j)
t$+knj=l+1 t
0
n( j)
&1 }<2&n.
Thus we split the l th vertex for G0 into two; the new l th and kn+1st and
we set
/0n&1(kn+1, j)=/
0
n&1(l, j),
/0n(m, l)=+m ,
/0n(m, kn+1)=/
0
n(m, l)&+m ,
(the old value of the variable on the right hand side is substituted into the
variable on the left) while the remaining /0n&1 and /
0
n are unchanged. Then
the inductive system remains equivalent and now we have that
} t
1
n(l)
t 0n(l)
&1 }<2&n,
}
knj=1 t
1
n( j)
kn+1j=l+1 t
0
n( j)
&1 }<2&n.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that . # Hom(K1 (A), R) has dense range. Then
there exists an increasing sequence of T algebras
A1/A2/A3/ } } }
whose union is dense in A such that the following conditions are satisfied: Let
An=Bn C(T) where Bn=kni=1 Bni and Bni $M!0n(i) with pni the identity
of Bni and let
Zk1 w
/i
1 Zk2 w
/i
2 } } }
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be the corresponding Ki sequence for i=0, 1. Let Cn be the C*-subalgebra
of A generated by [ pmi ; mn]. Then there exists a family [hni] of self-
adjoint elements with hni # Cn pni satisfying
hnj=pnj :
kn+1
i=1
/1n(i, j)
/ 0n(i, j)
hn+1i ,
1
2?
{(hnj)=! 0n( j) .(/
1
n(e
n
j )), Sp(hn)/(0, ),
where hn=kni=1 hni . Moreover there exists a positive constant c such that
" hnj&c !
0
n( j)
! 1n( j)
pnj"e2&n+1 c !
0
n( j)
! 1n( j)
,
where (! in) are as in Lemma 2.5, and if Range . % 1, c=1 is possible.
Proof. Let G0=K0 (A) and let G1=K1 (A) with the order defined by
g0 if g=0 or .( g)>0.
Then G1 is a dimension group ([1]). By replacing . by a positive constant
multiple of . if necessary we may assume that there is a u1 # G1 with
.(u1)=1. (If (hnj) satisfy the required properties for ., then (chnj) satisfy
those for c..) By Lemma 2.5 applied to G0 , u0=[1], {0={ and
G1 , u1 , {1=., we have inductive systems for G0 and G1 as specified there.
By passing to a subsequence if necessary we also assume that
2 max
ij
/1n(i, j)min
ij
/0n+1(i, j)
which will be used to ensure that the inductive limit C*-algebra has real
rank zero [2]. Moreover, by using the uniqueness of states on G
*
(with
V =0, 1), we may assume that
} /*n (i, j) ‘*n ( j)!*n+1(i) &!*n ( j) {*(enj ) }r0.
where !*n # Zkn maps to u* # G* (if we denote by { V mi the state on Z
km with
{mi (!*m (i) emi )=1, we should have that { V mim (e
n
j )  {*(e
n
j ) as m   for
any choice of im). Thus we assume, by passing to a subsequence, that for
all n,
} /
1
n(i, j) !
1
n( j) !
0
n+1(i)
/0n(i, j) !
0
n( j) !
1
n+1(i)
&1 }<2&n.
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Based on the inductive systems Zk1  Zk2  } } } so obtained, we con-
struct an increasing sequence of T algebras A1 /A2 / } } } such that
An=Bn C(T), Bn=kni=1 Bni , and Bni $M!0n(i) with pni the identity of
Bni . We assume that [Bn] is increasing and the canonical unitary zn of
C(T)/An in Bn+1 & B$n pn+1i pnj C(T)=M/0n(i, j) C(T) should have
/1n(i, j) as K1 class, as specified later. By Elliott [13], the inductive limit is
isomorphic to A as far as it has real rank zero, which is ascertained by the
specific choice of embeddings.
Let
h(n)ni =
! 0n(i)
! 1n(i)
pni # Cn
and define h (n)mj , m<n, inductively by
h (n)mj =pmj :
km+1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
/0m(i, j)
h (n)m+1i
=pmj \ :
km+1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
/0m(i, j)
pm+1i+ h (n)m+1 ,
where h (n)m+1=i h
(n)
m+1i . Then it follows that h
(n)
mj # Cm pmj and h
(n)
m 0.
Let
k (n)mj =
!1m( j)
!0m( j)
h (n)mj # Cmpmj .
Since
k (n)mj =pmj :
km+1
i=1
amijk (n)m+1i
where
amij=
/1m(i, j) !
1
m( j) !
0
m+1(i)
/0m(i, j) !
0
m( j) !
1
m+1(i)
,
we obtain that
&k (n)mj &k
(n+1)
mj &<(1+2
&m) max
i
&k (n)m+1i&k
(n+1)
m+1i &
<(1+2&m)(1+2&m&1) } } } (1+2&n&1) &k (n)ni &k
(n+1)
ni &
<e2&n,
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where we have used that k (n)ni = pni . Hence [k
(n)
mj ]n (resp. [h
(n)
mj ]n) is a
Cauchy sequence and converges to kmj (resp. hmj) in Cm pmj . Since
&k (n)mj &pmj& :
n&1
l=m
&k (l+1)mj &k (l)mj &
 :
n&1
l=m
e2&l
<e2&m+1,
we obtain that
&kmj&pmj&e2&m+1.
Since kmj=(!1m( j)!
0
m( j)) hmj , we have that
" hmj&!
0
m( j)
!1m( j)
pmj "e !
0
m( j)
!1m( j)
2&m+1,
which is the last statement for hnj , and in particular that hnj is strictly
positive in pmjApmj for all large m and so for any m.
We thus obtain [hmj] satisfying the required condition:
hmj=pmj :
km+1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
/ 0m(i, j)
hm+1i .
By applying { to this equality, we obtain that
{(hmj)= :
km+1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
/0m(i, j)
{( pmjhm+1i)
= :
km++1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
/0m(i, j)
/0m(i, j) !
0
m( j)
! 0m+1(i)
{(hm+1i)
and hence that
{(hmj)
! 0m( j)
= :
km+1
i=1
/1m(i, j)
{(hm+1i)
! 0m+1(i)
.
Thus if we define ,n : Zkn  R by
eni [
{(hni)
! 0n(i)
,
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we have that ,n=,n+1 b /1n . Hence we obtain a non-zero homomorphism
, : K1 (A)  R such that
,(/1n(e
n
i ))=
{(hni)
! 0n(i)
.
Since , is order-preserving, we must have that .=c, for some c>0.
Replacing hni by 2?chni we conclude the proof.
Lemma 2.7. There exists an increasing sequence [An] of T subalgebras
of A such that n An =A, An=Bn C(T), Bn=kni=1 Bni , Bni=M!0n(i) ,
and [Bn] is increasing, an increasing sequence [Dn] of abelian
C*-subalgebras of A with Dn maximal in Bn , and an unbounded derivation
$ satisfying the following conditions:
(1) D($) is the V-algebra generated by n Bn and [z1 , z2 , ...], where zn
is the canonical unitary of C(T)/An .
(2) There is a strictly positive hn=h*n # Cn such that $(zn)=ihnzn ,
where Cn is the C*-subalgebra generated by [ pmi ; i=1, ..., km , mn] with
pmi the identity of Bmi .
(3) There is a self-adjoint Hn in the V-algebra Alg(Dn , Cn) generated
by Dn and Cn such that $ | Bn=ad iHn | Bn .
Proof. We have an increasing sequence [An] of T subalgebras and
hni=h*ni # Cn pni , hn=i hni as in Lemma 2.6. We define D1 to be the
diagonal matrices in B1=i B1i and Dn to be the V-algebra generated by
Dn&1 and the diagonal matrices in (Bn & B$n&1) pni pn&1 j for all i, j. We
assume here that the canonical unitary zn&1 # An&1 is expressed in
(Bn & B$n&1)C(T) pni pn&1 j as
\
0
1
. . .
1
‘
+ ,
where
‘=z/
1
n&1(i, j)n pnipn&1j .
We define a derivation $1 of the V-algebra Alg(B1 , z1) generated by B1
and z1 into A by
$1 | B1=0,
$1(z1)=ih1z1 ,
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and set H1=0. Since ih1 commutes with B1 , this is well-defined. Note that
Alg(Bn , zn) is increasing in n. Suppose that we have defined a derivation $n
of Alg(Bn , zn) into A and Hn=H*n # Alg(Dn , Cn)=Alg(Dn , C1) such that
$n | Bn=ad iHn ,
$n(zn)=ihnzn .
We will define a derivation $n+1 on (Bn+1 & B$n) pn+1i pnj by ad ik ij , where
kij=hnj pn+1i (0123 } } }  (/0n(i, j)&1)).
We check that
ad ikij (znpnjpn+1i)=ihnj pn+1i \
0
1
. . .
1
‘
+ ,
where
‘=&(/0n(i, j)&1) z
/1n(i, j)n+1 .
We define the derivation $n+1 of Alg(Bn+1 , zn+1) into A by
$n+1 | Bn=$n | Bn=ad iHn | Bn ,
$n+1 | (Bn+1 & B$n) pn+1i pnj=ad ikij ,
$n+1 (zn+1)=ihn+1zn+1 .
Since Hn is in the commutant of B$n+1 & B$n and k ij is in the commutant of
Bn , one checks that
$n+1 | Bn+1=ad iHn+1 ,
where
Hn+1=Hn+ :
kn+1
i=1
:
kn
j=1
kij
is a self-adjoint element of Alg(Dn+1 , Cn)=Alg(Dn+1 , Cn+1). Thus $n+1 is
indeed well-defined. Since
/0n (i, j ) hn pn+1i pnj=/
1
n (i, j ) hn+1 pn+1i pnj ,
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we have that
$n+1 (zn pn+1i pnj)=$n+1 \
0
1
. . .
1
0
0+
+$n+1 \
0
0
}
. . .
0 1
0
0+ } ‘
+\
0
0
}
. . .
0 1
0
0+ } /1n (i, j ) ihn+1‘
=ihnzn pn+1i pnj ,
where ‘=z/
1
n(i, j)
n+1 pn+1i pnj . Thus $n+1 is an extension of $n . In this way we
can define a derivation $ of Alg(n Bn , z1 , z2 , ...) into A with the required
properties.
Lemma 2.8. The derivation $ defined in Lemma 2.7 is closable and the
closure $ generates a one-parameter automorphism group of A.
Proof. Let Ln be the C*-subalgebra generated by An and C and let
k=k* # C & Am for some mn. Note that for any non-zero projection
e # Cn the spectrum of zn e in eAe is the whole circle. If e is a projection in
Cn pni such that ke=*e for some * # R, then, since Lne$Bni 
C*(zne)Cn e, we can define a one-parameter automorphism group ; of
Lne such that
;t | Bni=id,
;t | Cne=id,
;t (zne)=eit*zne.
Since Ln is the direct sum of C*-algebras of the form Lne, we can define
a one-parameter automorphism group ; on Ln by
;t | Bn=id,
;t | C=id,
;t (zn)=e iktzn .
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Since ;t (Hn)=Hn , we have a one-parameter automorphism group
#t=Ad eitHn b ;t on Ln . The infinitesimal generator 2$n of # satisfies that
2$n | Bn=ad iHn ,
2$n | C=0,
2$n (zn)=ikzn ,
&(id+s2$n)(x)&&x& , s # R, x # D(2$n).
(For the last inequality see e.g., 3.2.50 of [8].) Since hn can be
approximated by such k, we conclude that $n extends to a derivation 2n on
D(2n)=Alg(D($n), C) by setting 2n | C=0 and 2n satisfies that
&(id+s2n)(x)&&x& , s # R, x # D(2n).
Thus we obtain that $ extends to the derivation 2 satisfying
D(A)=Alg(D($), C ),
2 | C=0,
&(id+s2)(x)&&x& , s # R, x # D(2).
Note that the last inequalities are equivalent to saying that \2 are dis-
sipative; in particular 2 is closable (see, e.g., [8, 3.1]).
We shall show that Range(id\2) is dense.
For each l # Z we consider a one-parameter group of isometries on
Alg(Bn , C), which is a Banach space, such that
#t (x)=e itlhneitHnxe&itHn.
Since [hn , Hn]=0, it follows that # is indeed well-defined and its
infinitesimal generator L satisfies that
L(x)=ilhnx+ad(iHn)(x).
Thus by a general theory we have that Range(id\L)=Alg(Bn , C). If
x # Alg(Bn , C, zn), we let
x=:
l
xlz
l
n ,
where the sum is finite and xl # Alg(Bn , C), and find yl\ # Alg(Bn , C) such
that
x l=yl\ilhn yl\\ad(iHn)( yl\).
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Then it follows that
(id\2) \:
l
yl\ z
l
n+=:
l
xlz
l
n=x.
This implies that Range(id\2) is dense as required. Thus the closure 2
generates a one-parameter automorphism group of A.
Since $/2, $ is closable. As C0=C & (n=1 Bn) is dense in C and
$ | C0=0, it follows that D($ )#C and $ | C=0, which implies that $ =2 .
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In Lemma 2.8 we have constructed the one-
parameter automorphism group : of A whose infinitesimal generator is the
closure of the derivation $ given in Lemma 2.7. Since $(znj)=ihnjznj , we
have by Lemma 2.6
1
2?i
{($(znj) z*nj )=
1
2?
{(hnj )
=! 0n ( j ) .(/
1
n (e
n
j ))
=.([znj ]).
This concludes the proof.
In the situation of Lemma 2.7 let | be a state of A such that | | D is a
character, where D is the closure of n Dn . Then it follows that | b $=0
since | b ad iHn=0 and
| b $(zn)=|(ihn zn)=i|(hn) |(zn)=0.
Note also that for any l # Z and n # N,
|(zln)=0,
which implies that | is uniquely determined by the character | | D; thus |
is pure. To show that |(zln)=0, if ln=l is divisible by /
0
n(i, j) with
|( pn+1, i pnj)=1, then |(zlnn )=|(z
ln+1
n+1) with
ln+1=
ln
/0n (i, j )
/1n (i, j ),
otherwise |(zln)=0. Again if ln+1 is divisible by /
0
n+1(i $, i) with
|( pn+2, i $ pn+1, i)=1, then |(zln+1n+1)=|(z
ln+2
n+2) with
ln+2=
ln+1
/0n+1 (i $, i )
/1n+1 (i $, i ),
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otherwise |(zln+1n+1)=0. Since from the proof of 2.6
/1n (i, j )
/0n+1 (i$, i )

1
2
,
we have that
ln
/0n (i, j )
2
ln+1
/0n+1 (i $, i )
and we obtain that |(zln+1n+1)=0 by induction.
Remark 2.9. A one-parameter automorphism group : constructed as in
Lemma 2.8 has uncountably many invariant pure states. Hence it is weakly
approximately inner in the sense [21] that for any t # R there is a sequence
[bn] in A such that &bn &=1,
&bnx&:t (x)bn&  0, x # A,
.
kn
Sp: (bk)z[0],
where Sp: (b) is the Arveson spectrum of b with respect to :.
Remark 2.10. For a one-parameter automorphism group : constructed
as in Lemma 2.8 the crossed product A _: R is an AT algebra and by [11]
K0 (A _: R) is isomorphic to K1 (A) with the order defined through :^. (If
 is a lower semicontinuous densely defined trace on A _: R then p [ :p
is continuous on the Pedersen ideal and :^p (e)=(e) for any projection
e # A _: R, where :^ is the dual action, and thus  is a constant multiple of
the dual trace {^ on the set of projections. By Connes’ result (K0 (A _: R), {^)
and (K1 (A), :^) are isomorphic. See the proof of [26, Prop. 4], 3.3 and 3.4
for details.)
3. ROHLIN PROPERTY FOR ONE-PARAMETER
AUTOMORPHISM GROUPS
In this section we first improve Lemma 2.5 of the previous section; we
want to impose another condition on the inductive systems to be chosen.
Lemma 3.1. Let Gi , ui , {i be as in Lemma 2.5. Then there are inductive
systems
Zk1 w
/i
1 Zk2 w
/i
2 Zk3 w } } }
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such that the inductive limit is isomorphic to Gi and
max
j }
{1 (enj ) !
1
n ( j )
{0 (enj ) !
0
n ( j )
&1 }<2&n (V)
max
j
!0n ( j )
!1n ( j )
<2&n. (VV)
Proof. We have to show how to handle (VV).
We have the inductive systems satisfying (V) by Lemma 2.5. Since pass-
ing to a subsequence preserves (V), we will freely pass to a subsequence to
modify the systems to meet (VV ). Suppose that we have (VV ) up to n&1st
level. Then we find an mj # N such that for j=1, ..., kn ,
!0n ( j )
m j !1n ( j )
<2&n.
By skipping a few levels after the nth, we may suppose that
Nm j+N(m j+1) % /1n (i, j )
for all i, j and find kij , lij in N such that
kij m j+lij (m j+1)=/1n (i, j ).
Then we split each vertex of the n th level into two for G1 , the j th into the
jth and kn+ j th, by setting
/1n&1 ( j, s)=m j /
1
n=1 ( j, s),
/1n&1 (kn+ j, s)=(m j+1) /
1
n&1 ( j, s),
/1n (i, j )=k ij ,
/1n (i, kn+ j )=lij
for j=1, ..., kn ; s=1, ..., kn&1 ; i=1, ..., kn+1 (as before, the old value on
the right is substituted into the variable on the left). Then the new !1n # Z
2kn
is given by
!1n ( j )=m j !
1
n ( j ),
!1n (kn+ j )=(m j+1) !
1
n ( j ),
(!1n on the right is the old !
1
n). We also split each vertex into two for G0 :
Since {1 (enj ) !
1
n( j)+{1 (e
n
kn+1
) !1n(kn+ j) equals the old {1 (e
n
j ) !
1
n( j), again
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skipping a few levels after the n th if necessary, we find +ij #
[0, 1, ..., /0n(i, j)] such that
} {1 (e
n
j ) !
1
n ( j )
!0n ( j ) 
kn
j=1 {0 (e
n+1
i )+ ij
&1 }<2&n,
}
{1 (enkn+ j ) !
1
n (kn+ j )
!0n ( j ) 
kn
j=1 {0 (e
n+1
i )(/
0
n (i, j )&+ij)
&1 }<2&n.
Then we set
/0n&1 (kn+ j, s)=/
0
n&1 ( j, s),
/0n (i, j )=+ij ,
/0n (i, kn+ j )=/
0
n (i, j )&+ ij .
Note that the new !0n( j) and !
0
n(kn+ j) are the same as the old !
0
n( j). The
new system has 2kn vertices on level n and satisfies both (V) and (VV).
Recall that a one-parameter automorphism group : of A has the Rohlin
property if for any p # R there is a central sequence [un] of unitaries in A
such that &:t (un)&e2?itpun & converges to zero uniformly in t on every com-
pact subset of R as n   [24]. We shall show that in this case Range :^
must be dense.
For a non-negative smooth function f on R of compact support with
 f (t) dt=1 and the sequence [un] above, set
xn=| e&2?itpf (t) :t (un) dt.
If $ denotes the infinitesimal generator of :, one can show that xn # D($)
and
$(xn)=2?ipxn&| e&2?itpf $(t) :t (un) dt,
which implies that &$(xn)&2?ipxn&  0 and &xn&un &  0. Thus it follows
that vn=xn |xn |&1 # D($) and &$(vn)&2?ipvn&  0. Hence (2?i)&1
{($(vn) v*n)  p. Since p is arbitrary, it follows that Range :^ is dense in R.
Theorem 3.2. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
with unique tracial state and K1 (A){0, Z and let . # Hom(K1 (A), R). Then
there is a one-parameter automorphism group : of A with the Rohlin
property such that :^=. if and only if Range . is dense in R.
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Proof. The arguments just given before this theorem shows that if : has
the Rohlin property then :^ has dense range.
Suppose that Range . is dense. Then we can construct a one-parameter
automorphism group : of A as in Lemma 2.8 based on Lemma 3.1 instead
of Lemma 2.5. We shall show that : has the Rohlin property.
By Lemma 2.6 we have that
"hmj&!
0
m ( j )
!1m ( j )
pmj"e2&m+1 !
0
m ( j )
!1m ( j )
,
where we assumed that c=1 without loss of generality. Let p # R. We find
an integer smj for each m, j such that
} smj !
0
m ( j )
!1m ( j )
& p }!
0
m ( j )
!1m ( j )
<2&m
and set
um= :
km
j=1
z smjm pmj .
Then it follows that
:t (um)= :
km
j=1
zsmjm pmje
itsmjhmj
reitpum
up to |tsmj | e2&m+1 (!0m ( j )!
1
m ( j ))+|t| 2
&mr |tp| e2&m+1+|t| 2&m. Since
[um] is a central sequence of unitaries, this completes the proof.
Proposition 3.3. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
with a unique tracial state { and let . # Hom(K1 (A), R) with dense range.
Let : be a one-parameter automorphism group of A with :^=. constructed
as in Lemma 2.8 based on Lemma 3.1 instead of Lemma 2.5. Then the
crossed product A _: R is a simple stable AT algebra of real rank zero such
that the lower semicontinuous densely defined traces on A _: R are unique up
to constant multiples, K0 (A _: R) is isomorphic to K1 (A) with the order
defined through :^, and K1 (A _: R)$K0 (A).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, : has the Rohlin property and
hence A _: R is simple [24].
For the tracial state { on A let {^ be the dual trace on A _: R.
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Lemma 3.4. If  is a non-zero lower semicontinuous densely defined
trace on A _: R, then =c{^ for some c>0.
By Connes’ Thom isomorphism [11] we know that
Ki (A _: R)$Ki+1(A)
and moreover that for g # K1 (A),
{^,1: (g)=:^(g),
where ,1: is the Thom isomorphism of K1 (A) onto K0 (A _: R). Hence if we
know that A _: R is an AT algebra of real rank zero, we can conclude that
the order structure of K0 (A _: R) is determined by {^.
Let Ln be the C*-subalgebra of A generated by An and Cn=
C*( pmi ; mn). Note that : leaves Ln invariant and Cn is in the center of
Ln . We now want to describe the crossed product Ln _: R.
Let Xni be the spectrum of Cni=Cn pni ; then Xn=i Xni (disjoint union)
is the spectrum of Cn . To each x # Xni we associate the quotient Ln (x) of
Ln by the ideal I(x) generated by c&c(x) 1, c # Cn . Then we have that
Ln (x)$BniC(T),
where C(T) is generated by the image of zn . (If p # Cn is a projection with
p(x)=1, then one can show that Sp(zn p)=T. Since the union of Ln (1& p)
over the projections p with p(x)=1 is dense in I(x), we have that
Sp(sn+I(x))=T.) Thus it follows that
Ln$
kn
i=1
C(Xni ; BniC(T)).
Since : fixes each I(x), it induces an action :x on Ln (x); if x # Xni , :x is
determined by
:xt | Bni=Ad e
itHn (x), :xt | C(T)=Ad Vhn (x) t2? ,
where C(T) acts on L2 (T) naturally and V denotes the translation action
of T on L2 (T) with T=RZ:
(Vs!)(t)=!(t+s).
Define a unitary U on L2 (T) by
(U!)(t)=e2?it!(t)
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and ;i # Aut(Bni K(L2 (T))) by ; i=idAd U, where K denotes the
compact operators. Then it follows that for x # Xni ,
Ln (x) _:x R$M;i=[g # C[0, 1]BniK(L
2(T)); ;i (g(0))=g(1)]
under the homomorphism ,nx
Bni % a [ (s [ a1)
zn [ (s [ 1U)
*xt [ (s [ e
it(Hn (x)+shn (x))Vhn (x) t2?),
where *xt , t # R denotes the canonical unitary group in the multiplier
algebra M(Ln (x) _:x R). Thus there is an isomorphism ,n=(,nx) of
Ln _: R onto
M;={g # C[0, 1] 
kn
i=1
C(Xni ; BniK(L2(T)); ;(g(0))=g(1)=,
where ;=i ;i .
Let f be a continuous function on R into An with compact support and
define *( f ), an element of A _: R, by
| f (t) *t dt,
where *t , t # R is the canonical unitary group in M(A _: R). Since
&hn&  0, by replacing n by a bigger n we may assume for any =>0 that
|eihn (x) st&1|<=, t # supp f, s # [0, 1], x # Xn .
Then it follows that ,n (*( f )) is almost constant in M; as a function on
[0, 1], i.e., ,n (*( f ))(s, x) is almost constant in s # [0, 1] uniformly in
x # Xn and satisfies that
Ad(1U )(,n (*( f )))(0, x)=,n (*( f ))(1, x).
Since Xn is totally disconnected and the fibres are isomorphic to the com-
pact operators, we find a finite partition [Pi] of Xn and h=h* # M; such
that h | [s]_Pi is constant, Sp(h(0, x)) is finite for x # Xn , and
&,n (*( f ))&h&r0. By applying Lemma 5.1 of [5] to each h | [0]_Pi , we
find a k=k* # i C(Xni , Bni K(L2 (T))) with finite spectrum and a path
ut of unitaries in i C(Xni , Bni K(L2 (T))+) such that
u0=1, Adu1 (k)=;(k), &h(0)&k&r0, &Ad ut (k)&k&r0.
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(The above lemma is applicable to the matrix algebras; the extension to the
present case Bni K(L2 (T)) is easy.) Thus the element s [ Ad ut (k)
belongs to M; , approximates *( f ), and has finite spectrum. Thus we have
proved that A _: R has real rank zero [9]. Since
M;$C(T) 
kn
i=1
C(Xni ; BniK(L2(T)))
and Xn is totally disconnected, M; or Ln _: R is an AT algebra. This
implies that A _: R is an AT algebra [13]. From the above description of
Ln _: R we can conclude that the equivalence classes of projections in
A _: R is the whole positive part of K0 (A _: R). Thus it follows that
K0 (A _: R) is stable [13].
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Perhaps this is known and the proof is standard
(see, e.g., [31] for technical details).
On the GNS representation (?{ , H{ , 0{) define a one-parameter unitary
group U on H{ by Ut?{ (a) 0{=?{ (:t (a)) 0{ , a # A and define a state {0
on A _: R as the vector state |0{ through the representation ?{_U. We
may define the dual trace {^ by
{^(x)=
1
2? | {0 :^p (x) dp # [0, ]
for a positive x # A _: R, where :^ is the dual action of R on A _: R. Note
that if x is a Schwartz function on R into A or x # S(R, A), then it follows
that {^(*(x))={(x(0)).
Let  be a non-zero lower semicontinuous densely defined trace on
A _: R; we have to show that =c{^ for some c>0. Note that each :^p is
approximately inner; if [un] is a central sequence of unitaries in A such
that &:t (un)&e&iptun&  0, then Ad un converges to :^p in Aut(A _: R)
[24]. Hence  is :^-invariant. (This also follows from the fact that A _: R
has real rank zero.)
Let D=[ f # S(R, C1); supp f is compact]. Then since  is densely
defined and positive it follows that  is defined on D and there is a c>0
such that
(*( f ))=cf (0), f # D.
Fix an a # A+ and consider a linear functional
f # D [ (a*( f )).
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Since this is :^-invariant and positive, it also follows that there is a $(a)0
such that
(a*( f ))=c$(a) f (0).
One can check that $ extends to a state of A satisfying the above equality
for any a # A and f # D. By the continuity of  on *( f )(A _: R) *(g) for
f, g # D it follows that for any x # S(R, A) and f, g # D,
(*( f ) *(x) *( g))=c$(( f V x V g)(0)),
where for x, y # S(R, A),
x V y(t)=| x(s) :s ( y(t&s)) ds,
x*(t)=:t (x(&t)*)
(the latter will be needed below). By taking the limit of
(*(x)* *( f )* *( f ) *(x))=(*( f ) *(x) *(x)* *( f )*)
=c$(( f V x V x* V f *)(0))
as *( f )  0, we obtain that
(*(x)* *(x))=c | $(x(t) x(t)*) dt
and similarly
(*(x) *(x)*)=c | $(x(t)* x(t)) dt.
Since these hold for any x # S(R, A), one can conclude that $={ and
=c{^ (first on *( f )(A _: R) *(g), f, g # D and then using semicontinuity).
We also give another variant of Lemma 2.5.
Lemma 3.5. In the situation as Lemma 3.1, for any *>0, there are
inductive systems
Zk1 w
/i1 Zk2 w
/i2 Zk3 w } } }
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such that the inductive limit is isomorphic to Gi and
max
j }
{1 (enj ) !
1
n ( j )
{0 (enj ) !
0
n ( j )
&1 }<2&n (V)
max
j }
!0n ( j )
!1n ( j )
&* }<2&n. (VV)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we can find such inductive systems
with (VV) replaced by
!0n ( j )
!1n ( j )
>2n+1*2.
Fix n and find mj # N such that
}!
0
n ( j )
!1n ( j )
&mj* }<*,
which implies that
} !
0
n ( j )
m j !1n ( j )
&* }< *m j<2&n,
} !
0
n ( j )
(mj+1) !1n ( j )
&* }< 2*m j+1<2&n.
Then we apply the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 3.6. A one-parameter automorphism group : constructed as
in Lemma 2.8 based on Lemma 3.5 instead of Lemma 2.5 satisfies, after
rescaling the parameter t, that there is a constant c>0 such that for any n
&:t (zn)&ei*tzn&c2&n |t| ,
where zn is the canonical unitary of An .
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we may suppose that
"hnj&!
0
n ( j )
!1n ( j )
pnj"<e2&n+1 !
0
n ( j)
!1n ( j)
,
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which implies, by Lemma 3.5, that
&hnj&*pnj&<c2&n,
where c=1+2e( |*|+1). Since :t (znj)=eithnjznj , we obtain the conclusion.
4. ROHLIN PROPERTY FOR SINGLE AUTOMORPHISMS
The usual definition of the Rohlin property for single automorphisms
presupposes that the action on K0 has a lot of fixed points (at least in the
case the C*-algebra is unital) [7, 18, 20, 22, 23]. Although we are dealing
with such a case in this paper, let us define the Rohlin property in a more
general way.
Definition 4.1. Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let : # Aut(A). We
say : has the Rohlin property if for any k # N, =>0, and a compact subset
F of A, there exists a family [e10 , e11 , ..., e1k&1 , e20 , ..., e2k] of projections in
A such that
:
k&1
j=0
e1 j+ :
k
j=0
e2 j=1,
&:(ej j)&e1 j+1&<=, j=0, 1, ..., k&2,
&:(e2 j)&e2 j+1&<=, j=0, 1, ..., k&1,
&[eij , x]&<=, x # F.
Remark 4.2. From the above definition it follows that
&:(e1k&1+e2k)&(e10+e20)&<(2k&1) =,
which is weaker than the conditions previously imposed:
&:(e1k&1)&e10&<=, &:(e2k)&e20&<=.
This definition covers the case treated in [33]; i.e., if A is an infinite-dimen-
sional abelian AF algebra and : # Aut(A) has no non-trivial invariant
closed ideals of A (i.e., A is :-simple), then : has the Rohlin property in the
above sense.
The present definition is strong enough to ensure the stability for
automorphisms [20]:
Proposition 4.3. If A is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
and : # Aut(A) has the Rohlin property, then : has the stability: For any
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compact subset F of A and =>0 there exists a compact subset G of A and
$>0 satisfying the following condition: If v # C[0, 1]A is a unitary such
that
v(0)=1,
&[v, 1x]&<$, x # G,
then there is a unitary u # A such that
&v(1)&u:(u*)&<=,
&[u, x]&<=, x # F.
Furthermore if F=<, then G=< is possible.
Lemma 4.4. For any compact subset F of A and =>0 there exists a
compact subset G of A and $>0 satisfying the following condition: For any
unitary u # C[0, 1]A with
&[u, 1x]&<$, x # G,
there is a unitary v # C[0, 1]A such that
v(0)=u(0), v(1)=u(1), &[v, 1x]&<=, x # F,
and the length of t [ v(t) is bounded by a universal constant C.
Proof. This follows from 8.1 of [5].
By replacing u by uu(0)* we may suppose that u(0)=1.
Let [An] be an increasing sequence of T subalgebras of A with
A=n An and let An=Bn C(T) and zn the canonical unitary of An . Let
F=[x # B1 ; &x&1] _ [z1] and =>0. Then we can take G=F and a suf-
ficiently small $>0 as follows: If u # C[0, 1]A is a unitary with
u(0)=1, &[u, 1x]&<$, x # F,
then there is a unitary v # C[0, 1]A & B$1 with
v(0)=1, vru, &[v, 1z1]&r0 (up to the order of $).
By 8.1 of [5] if $ is sufficiently small, we then find a unitary
w # C[0, 1]A & B$1 such that
w(0)=1, w(1)=v(1), &[w, 1z1]&<=,
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and the length of t [ w(t) is at most 5?+1, since
Isospec(v(1), z1)=Isospec(v(0), z1)=0,
where Isospec is a homotopy-invariant function into K0 (A) defined on
almost commuting pairs of unitaries and is the same as the Bott function
(cf. [19]). By connecting w(1) and u(1)(rw(1)) by a short path, this com-
pletes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Having Lemma 4.4 at our disposal we basi-
cally follow [20]. Let [An] be an increasing sequence of T subalgebras of
A whose union is dense in A and let An=Bn C(T). We assume that the
embeddings An /An+1 are standard in the sense that
Bn/Bn+1 , zn # Bn+1+Bn+1zn+1+Bn+1z*n+1 .
We may suppose we are given F=[x # B1 ; &x&1] _ [z1] and =>0.
Fix a large N # N. We choose G and $>0 as in Lemma 4.4 for Nk=0 :
k (F )
and =. Let g$=Nk=0 :
&k (G) and $$=$(N+1).
Let u # C[0, 1]A be a unitary with u(0)=1 and &[u(t), x]&<$$,
x # G$. Let
uk=u:(u) :2(u) } } } :k&1(u), k=1, 2, ...
u0=1.
Then for x # G and k=0, 1, ..., N+1,
&[uk , 1x]&<$.
Thus we can find rectifiable paths v(t), w(t), t # [0, 1] of unitaries such that
&[v(t), x]&<= for x # .
N
k=0
:k(F),
v(0)=1, v(1)=uN (1), &v(t)&v(s)&C |t&s| ,
and similar conditions hold for w except for w(1)=uN+1 (1). Note that
:&k (v(t)) and :&k (w(t)) commute with F up to within = for k=0, ..., N. Let
vj=v( j(N&1)), j=0, ..., N&1,
w j=w( jN), j=0, ..., N.
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Let [e10 , e11 , ..., e1N&1 , e20 , ..., e2N] be a family of projections as in Defini-
tion 4.1 which almost commute with F and the unitaries uj , : j&N+1 (vj),
: j&N(wj) up to whitin =. Define
U= :
N&1
j=0
u j+1: j&N+1(v j*)e1 j+ :
N
j=0
u j+1: j&N(w j*)e2 j .
Then we check that U is close to a unitary if =N is sufficiently small and
that U commutes with F up to within =N. Assuming that =N is sufficiently
small, we also check that
U:(U*)e1 j+1ru j+2: j+1&N+1(v*j+1) : j+1&N+1(v j*) :(u*j+1)e1 j+1
rue1 j+1 ,
U:(U*)(e10+e20)ru1 (:(vN&1) :(u*N)+:(wN) :(u*N+1))(e10+e20)
ru(e10+e20),
and U:(U*) e2 j+1 rue2 j+1 (up to within CN+2N=) which imply that
U:(U*)ru. By taking the polar decomposition of U we obtain the desired
unitary. The statement for F=< is obvious since any u # U(A) with
[u]=0 can be connected to 1 by a path in u(A) of length at most about
? [29].
The following proposition is a variant of 2.1 of [25], where we do not
assume that : # Inn(A).
Proposition 4.5. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero
with a unique tracial state { and : # Aut(A). If :m is not weakly inner in ?{
for any m{0, then there exists a ; # Aut(A) with the Rohlin property such
that ;:&1 is weakly inner in ?{ and is asymptotically inner.
Proof. We follow the proof of (3) O (1) of 2.1 of [25] which is in turn
based on [10]. For l # N one can find a central sequence [ fn] of projec-
tions in A and a (central) sequence [vn] of unitaries such that
&vn&1&  0,
[ fnj]l&1j=0 is mutually orthogonal,
{(en)  0,
where
fnj=(Ad vn b :) j ( fn), en=1& :
l&1
j=0
fnj .
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Then it follows that
(Ad vn b :)( fnl&1+en)=Ad vn b : \1& :
l&2
j=0
fnj+= fn0+en .
By applying Lemma 4.6 below we obtain a central sequence of [un] of
unitaries in A such that
&un&un*&  0, &1&un&2  0,
un (1& fn0&en)=1& fn0&en ,
Ad unvn b :( fnl&1)en ,
where &x&2={(x*x)12. Then if enj=(Ad unvn b :) j&l (en),
fn0&en0 , fn1&en1 , ..., fnl&1&enl&1 ,
en0 , en1 , ..., enl
form a central sequence of families of projections such that the above
family is an exact Rohlin tower for Ad unvn b :(rAd un b :).
We use the above procedure repeatedly. Thus we obtain a central
sequence [wn] of self-adjoint unitaries and a central sequence
[en10 , e
n
11 , ..., e
n
1n&1 , e
n
20 , ..., e
n
2n]
of families of projections such that maxij &:n (enij)&e
n
i, j+1&  0 for
:n=Ad(wn wn&1 } } } w1) :, ;=lim Ad(wnwn&1 } } } w1) b : exists as an
automorphism, and
:
n
&wn&1&2<,
&[wn , ekij]&<2
&n, k<n.
The first displayed condition implies that
;:&1=lim Ad(wn } } } w1)
is weakly inner in ?{ and the second implies that [enij] is a central sequence
of Rohlin towers for ;, i.e., maxij &;(enij)&e
n
i, j+1&  0, which ensure that ;
has the Rohlin property. We ensure the existence of lim Ad(wn } } } w1) by
imposing some sufficient centrality on [wn]. Since wn=2En&1 with [En]
a central sequence of projections, the path wnt of unitaries from 1 to wn
defined by
wnt=E0+ei?t(1&En)
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forms a central sequence as n  , and one can show that
;:&1= lim
t  
Ad w(t)
with
w(t)=wn, t&n+1wn&1wn&2 } } } w1 , n&1t<n.
Thus ;:&1 is asymptotically inner.
Lemma 4.6. Let [En], [ fn], [en] be central sequence of projections such
that
fnEn , enEn ,
{(en)
{( fn)
 0.
Then there exists a central sequence [un] of unitaries such that
un (1&En)=1&En , Ad un ( fn)en ,
&un&un*&  0, &1&un&2  0.
Proof. This is a simple adaptation of the proof of 3.6 of [25].
Let A= An , An=Bn C(T) and so on as before. It suffices to show
that there is a sequence [un] in U(A) such that
un # B$1 , &[un , z1]&  0, un(1&En)=1&En ,
Ad un ( fn)en , &un&un*&  0.
By regarding (A & B$1) p1i as A we may assume that B1=C1.
As in 3.6 of [25], for a large N # N we find a non-zero projection q # A
such that
Ad zk1 (q), k=0, 1, ..., N
are mutually orthogonal and, since fnqrqfn is close to a projection and
{( fnq)r{( fn) {(q) for all large n, a partial isometry vn such that v*n vn=en ,
vnv*n #pn(1+=n) fn qfn with =nz0, and &pnen&  0. Then let
wn=
1
- N
:
N&1
k=0
Ad zk1(vn),
which almost commutes with z1 (up to the order of 1- N), is close to a
partial isometry with initial projection en and final projection almost
dominated by fn&en . Thus wn+w*n +1&wnw*n &w*n wn is close to the
desired unitary.
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5. OUTER CONJUGACY
If A is an AF algebra and :, ; # Aut(A) have the Rohlin property and
satisfy :
*
=;
*
on K0 (A), then : is almost conjugate to ; [18]. Since
AInn(A)=Inn(A) if A is AF, the following is a partial extension of this
result with a similar proof using the homotopy lemma from [5]. (We have
to assume that A is simple because we need 4.4 or [5].)
Theorem 5.1. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero. If
:, ; # Aut(A) have the Rohlin property and :;&1 is asymptotically inner,
then : is outer conjugate to ;, i.e., there is a u # U(A) and _ # Aut(A) such
that :=Ad u b _ b ; b _&1.
Proof. By the assumption there is a continuous map v: [0, )  U(A),
the unitary group of A, such that
:;&1= lim
t  
Ad vt .
We fix an increasing sequence [An] of T subalgebras of A with dense
union. As always we let An=Bn C(T), where [Bn] is an increasing
sequence of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of A, and let zn be the
canonical unitary of C(T)/An . We assume that zn # Bn+1+zn+1Bn+1+
z*n+1Bn+1 .
By replacing ; by Ad v0; and vt by vt v*0 we may assume that v0=1.
Our proof goes as follows. We choose t1>0 such that
:rAd vt1 b ; on A1
and then by using the stability of ; applied to vt1 we find a u1 # U(A) such
that
:rAd u1 b ; b Ad u1*#;1 on A1 ,
:=lim Ad v (1)t b ;1
with v (1)t rvt+t1 v*t1 . Then assuming A1 _ [u1] is nearly contained in ;1 (A2)
we find a t2>0 such that
Ad v(1)Vt2 b :r;1 on A2
and a u2 # U(A) such that
:2#Ad u2 b : b Ad u2*r;1 on A2
lim Ad v (2)Vt b :2=;1
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with v (2)Vt rv (1)Vt+t2v
(1)
t2
. Then assuming A2 _ [u2] is nearly contained in
:2 (A3) we find a t3>0 such that
:2rAd v (2)t3 b ;1 on A3
and a u3 # U(A) such that
:2rAd u3 b ;1 b Ad u3*#;3 on A3
:2=lim Ad v (3)t b ;3
with v (3)t rv (2)t+t3 v
(2)V
t3
. Since v (2)t3 almost commutes with ;1 (A2), we ascertain
that u3 nearly commutes with A1 _ [u1]. Repeating this procedure we
would obtain that
#1;#&11 r#2:#&12
(in the norm sense), where
#1=lim Ad(u2n+1u2n&1 } } } u1) and #2=lim Ad(u2n u2n&2 } } } u2)
exist due to the properties imposed on [u1 , u3 , ...] and [u2 , u4 , ...].
Now we present a proof more carefully.
Let =>0. We first choose t1>0 such that for any tt1 ,
: r
2&1=
Ad vt b ; on A1 ,
by which we mean that
&(:&Ad vt ;) | B1&<2&1=
&:(z1)&Ad vt ;(z1)&<2&1=.
Since [vt1]=0, we then choose u1 , w1 # U(A) by 5.3 such that
vt1=w1u1 ;(u1*), &w1&1&<2
&1=.
Then it follows that for v (1)t =vt+t1v*t1 and ;1=Ad w1 b Ad u1 b ; b Ad u*1 ,
:=lim Ad v (1)t b ;1 ,
v(1)0 =1,
: r
2&1=
Ad v (1)t b ;1 on A1 for all t.
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For F1=(B1)1 _ [z1 , u1] and 2&3=>0 we choose a compact set G1 /A
and $1>0 such that if v # U(C[0, 1]A) satisfies that
v(0)=1,
&[v, 1x]&<$1 , x # ;1 (G1),
then there is a u # U(A) such that
&v(1)&u;1 (u*)&<2&3=,
&x&Ad u(x)&<2&3=, x # F1 .
Since ;1=lim Ad v (1)Vt :, we choose t2>0 such that for any tt2 ,
;1 r
2&2=
Ad v(1)Vt : on A2
;1 r
$1 2
Ad v (1)Vt : on G1 .
We then choose u2 , w2 # U(A) such that
v (1)Vt2 =w2u2:(u2*), &w2&1&<2
&2=.
Then it follows that for v (2)Vt =v
(1)V
t+t2
v (1)t2 and :2=Ad w2 b Ad u2 b : b Ad u*2 ,
;1=lim Ad v (2)Vt :2 ,
v (2)0 =1,
;1 r
2&2=
Ad v (1)Vt : on A2 for all t,
;1 r
$1 2 Ad v (1)Vt : on G1 for all t.
For F2=(B2)1 _ [z2 , u2] and 2&4=>0 we choose a compact set G2 /A
and $2>0 such that if v # U(C[0, 1]A) satisfies that
v(0)=1,
&[v, 1x]&<$2 , x # :2 (G2),
then there is a u # U(A) such that
&v(1)&u:2 (u*)&<2&4=,
&x&Ad u(x)&<2&4=, x # F2 .
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Since :2=lim Ad v (2)t ;1 , we choose t3>0 such that for tt3 ,
:2 r
2&3=
Ad v (2)t ;1 on A3
:2 r
$22
Ad v (2)t ;1 on G2 .
Since for any t0 and any x # G1 , &:2 (x)&Ad v (2)t ;1 (x)&<$1 2, it follows
that
&x&Ad v (2)t (x)&<$1 , x # ;1 (G1), t0.
Hence we obtain u3 , w3 # U(A) such that
v(2)t3 =w3u3 ;1 (u3*),
&w3&1&<2&3=,
&x&Ad u3 (x)&<2&3=, x # F1=(B1)1 _ [z1 , u1].
and set v (3)t =v
(2)
t3+t
v (2)Vt3 and ;3=Ad w3 b Ad u3 b ;1 b Ad u*3 .
We repeat this process and obtain
;1 , :2 , ;3 , :4 , ...,
u1 , u2 , u3 , ...,
w1 , w2 , w3 , ...,
with required properties. Since &[un , x]&<2&n=, x # (Bn&2)1 _ [zn&2 ,
un&2 , un&4 , ...] it follows that
lim Ad(u2l+1u2l&1 } } } u1)=#1 ,
lim Ad(u2lu2l&2 } } } u2)=#0
converge as automorphisms. Since
:2n r
2&2n&1=
;2n+1 on A2n+1 , ;2n&1 r
2&2n=
:2n on A2n ,
with :2k=Ad w2k b Ad u2k b :2k&2 b Ad u*2k , and ;2k+1=Ad w2k+1 b Ad u2k+1 b
;2k&1 b Ad u*2k+1 , it also follows that the sequence ;1 , :2 , ;3 , ... converges
and the limit is obtained as
Ad W1 b #1 ;#&11 =Ad W2 b #2 :#
&1
2
where W1 , W2 # U(A) are obtained as unitaries close to 1 up to within =
since &wn&1&<2&n=. This completes the proof.
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6. CROSSED PRODUCTS BY Z
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a unital AT algebra, : # Aut(A), and + # T of
infinite order. Suppose that there is an increasing sequence [An] of T sub-
algebras of A such that the union n An is dense in A, An=Bn C(T),
where [Bn] is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of
A, zn # Bn+1+zn+1Bn+1+z*n+1 Bn+1 , and
1. there is a unitary vn # Bn for each n such that &(:&Ad vn) | Bn &  0,
2. &:(zn)&+zn &  0 where zn is the canonical unitary of C(T)/An .
Then the crossed product A _: Z is an AT algebra.
Lemma 6.2. Let P be the *-algebra generated by two unitaries u, v and
denote by & }&$ the universal C* seminorm on P under the norm relation:
&uv&+vu&$.
Then it follows that for any x # P,
inf
$>0
&x&$=&x&0 .
Proof. Let
&x&+= inf
$>0
&x&$ .
Then & }&+ is a C* seminorm on P such that &x&+&x&0 for x # P. Since
&uv&+vu&+=0 we have that ?(u) ?(v)=+?(v) ?(u) for any continuous
representation ? of (P, & }&+). This implies that &x&0&?(x)& for such a
representation ? and hence that & }&+=& }&0 .
Lemma 6.3. For any =>0 there exists a $>0 satisfying the following
condition: For any two unitaries u, v with &uv&+vu&<$, there is a
C*-subalgebra A of C*(u, v) such that
1. A$Mp C(T)MqC(T) for some p, q # N,
2. u, v # = A, i.e., there are x, y # A such that &u&x&, &v& y&<=.
Proof. Note that the completion of (P, & }&0) in the previous lemma is
the irrational rotation algebra A+ . We use the fact [14] that A+ is an AT
algebra; more specifically it is an inductive limit of T algebras of the form
Mp C(T)Mq C(T). Hence for any =>0 there is a T subalgebra A of
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A+ satisfying the above conditions in the lemma. For any =$>0 we find
elements alij , ‘ in P such that
&alij&elij&0<=$,
&‘&z&0<=$,
where [e1ij] is a family of matrix units for Mp and [e2ij] for Mq , and z is
the canonical unitary of C(T)/A. It follows that [alij] satisfies a finite
number of conditions which show that they are close to matrix units, that
‘ satisfies two conditions which show it is close to a unitary, that [alij]
and ‘ satisfy a finite number of conditions which show that they nearly
commute and they approximate u, v. All these conditions are expressed in
terms of the norm & }&0 , but we may replace it by & }&$ with a small $>0.
From these conditions we can reconstruct a T subalgebra of C*(u, v) in a
vicinity of these alij , ‘, which may depend on =$, p, q. This completes the
proof.
Proof of Proposition 6.1. We find a sequence [wn] in U(A) such that
&wn&1&  0, : | Bn=Ad wnvn | Bn .
If we denote by U the unitary implementing : in A _: Z, we have that
vn*wn*U # B$n , &(vn*wn*U )zn&+zn (vn*wn*U )&  0.
For any =>0 and n # N, there is an mn such that C*(v*mw*mU, zm) has
a T subalgebra A with
v*mw*mU, zm #= A.
Hence C*(A, Bm) contains U, zn , Bn up to within 2(=+&wm&1&) since
Bn /Bm and zn # Bm+Bm zm+Bmz*m . Since A commutes with Bm ,
C*(A, Bm) is a T algebra. This completes the proof.
Theorem 6.4. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero.
Suppose that A has a unique tracial state {. If : # HInn(A) has ’~ 0 (:)=[.]
for some . # Hom(K1 (A), R) with dense range, then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1. : has the Rohlin property,
2. :m is not weakly inner in ?{ for any m{0,
3. A _: Z has a unique tracial state,
4. A _: Z has real rank zero,
5. A _: Z is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero.
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Proof. The equivalence among (1) to (4) is shown in [25]. Hence the
only non-trivial implication is (1) O (5); since (1) implies simplicity of
A _: Z, it suffices to show that if : has the Rohlin property, A _: Z is an
AT algebra.
If :, ; # Aut(A) have the Rohlin property with :;&1 # AInn(A), then they
are outer conjugate by Theorem 5.1 and hence A _: Z$A _; Z in par-
ticular. Hence it suffices to show that for each . # Hom(K1 (A), R) with
dense range there is an : # HInn(A) such that ’~ 0 (:)=[.], : has the
Rohlin property, and A _: Z is an AT algebra. We take the : obtained in
Proposition 3.6 for * # R with *2? irrational. Then by 6.1 A _:1 Z is an AT
algebra; since :t | Bn=Ad eitHn | Bn , we may replace Bn by a finite-dimen-
sional C*-subalgebra B n of C*(Bn , C & Bm) for m>n so that e iHn is almost
contained in B n , i.e., :1 | B n is almost inner, and then pass to a sub-
sequence. Furthermore by the implication (2) O (1) above it follows that :1
has the Rohlin property.
Corollary 6.5. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero.
Suppose that A has a unique tracial state and that both K0 (A) and K1 (A)
are finitely generated with K1 (A){Z. Then for any : # HInn(A) the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent:
1. : has the Rohlin property,
2. A _: Z is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero with unique
tracial state.
Proof. It suffices to show that every . # Hom(K1 (A), R) has a
 # Hom(K1 (A), R) such that Range() is dense and [.]=[] in
Hom(K1 (A), R)D b Hom(K1 (A), K0 (A)).
If [.]=0, then we may take a  # Hom(K1 (A), K0 (A)) with
Range D b  dense and replace . by D b .
If [.]{0, let *1>0 and g1 # K1 (A) be such that Range .=*1 Z and
.(g1)=*1 . There is a *2 # Range D such that *1 , *2 are rationally inde-
pendent (since K0 (A) has a finite number of generators and Range D
is dense). Since ker .{0 and ker .$Zk for some k # N, let g2 be one
of the k generators and let  # Hom(K1 (A), K0 (A)) be such that (g1)
=0 and (g2)=e with D(e)=*2 . Then since Range(.+D b ) % *1 , *2 ,
Range(.+D b ) is dense. Thus we may replace . by .+D b .
Let A be a simple n-torus, i.e., the universal C*-algebra C*(u1 , ..., un)
generated by n unitaries such that uiuju*iu*j=e2?i%ij1 # C1, where %=(% ij)
is an anti-symmetric n by n matrix satisfies that %Zn & Zn=[0]. Since
Ki (A)=Z2
n&1
, A has a unique tracial state, and A is an AT algebra of real
rank zero at least for n=2 [14], the above lemma applies. The crossed
product of a simple 2-torus by an automorphism with the Rohlin property
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is a simple 3-torus since any automorphism with the Rohlin property is
outer conjugate to an automorphism in the natural T2 action on the
2-torus by 5.1 (cf. [28], 4.5) and all simple 3-tori are AT algebras of real
rank zero by 6.5, (which has been known in [30]).
Corollary 6.6. If A is a simple n-torus C*(u1 , ..., un) such that
C*(u1 , ..., uj) is simple for all j=2, ..., n&1, then A is an AT algebra of real
rank zero.
See also [3, 16, 17].
Corollary 6.7. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero.
Suppose that A has a unique tracial state and let B be a UHF algebra. Then
for any : # HInn(A) the following conditions are equivalent:
1. : has the Rohlin property,
2. A _: ZB is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero with a
unique tracial state.
Proof. Since Ki (AB)=Ki (A)K0 (B), any non-zero . #
Hom(K1 (A_B), R) has dense range.
If : # HInn(A) has the Rohlin property and ’~ 0 (:)=0, then for any
; # Aut(B) with the Rohlin property, : id is outer conjugate to id; in
Aut(AB). Since (AB) _id; Z$A (B _; Z) is an AT algebra of
real rank zero as the tensor product of such algebras [15], we obtain (2).
Remark 6.8. Let A be a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero. If
g # Ext(K0 (A), K1 (A)),
then there is an : # Inn(A) such that ’~ (:)=(0, g) and : is expressed as
follows (3.11 of [27]): A has an increasing sequence [An] of T subalgebras
whose union is dense such that :(An)=An and : | An is inner. Since we can
always assume that An+1 & A$n contains a unital subalgebra Dn isomorphic
to M2 M3 and :(Dn)=Dn ,
: | Dn=Ad(1*)Ad(11*)
with * # T of infinite order, we can impose the Rohlin property on :. (The
Rohlin towers may be constructed in the C*-subalgebra generated by
D1 , D2 , ...) Then since A _: Z is the inductive limit of direct sums of
matrix algebras over C(T2) and has real rank zero [25], we can conclude
that A _: Z is a simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero [12, 15]. Hence
for any : # HInn(A) with ’~ 0(:)=0 and the Rohlin property, A _: Z is a
simple unital AT algebra of real rank zero.
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